
Get Your Worldwide Multi-cloud Connection
through a Single Portal 
Deploy Business Digitalization by Adopting a New Generation of Connectivity 

Borderless Cloud Connection across China

OneAsia’s data center presence in Hong Kong Kowloon Bay supports 
carrier-neutral connection with leading service providers. It keeps 
customers connected from anywhere with secure and on-demand hybrid, 
multi-cloud, and cloud to cloud connection. It is all about scalable and 
strategies on choosing the right cloud solution.

“Express Internet” is one of the OneAsia’s value-added services. It 
utilizes self-owned SD-WAN and backbone infrastructure in China to 
bring 3-5 times faster overseas internet access time. Through the 
“Express Internet”, customers can redirect international network traffic 
on data payer connection. 



OneAsia Returned in Cloud Expo Asia 2019

OneAsia in AI Impulse 2019

We returned to Cloud Expo Asia 2019 on 22nd May at the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre. As one of the featured speakers, OneAsia shared successful cases on 
optimizing customers’ business with public cloud adoption and remarkable insights on the 
latest cloud adoption trend.

OneAsia was excited to join this international conference on 17th June at the Hong Kong Productivity Council Building. We 
participated in the sharing session on “Intelligent Monitor for a Next Generation Data Center”, highlighted how data centers 
are made more effective with the adoption of AI.

OneAsia Join iBDG

OneAsia has officially joined the Institute of Big Data Governance 
(iBDG). Together with financial services industry, information and 
communications technology giants, the public sector, and leading 
companies in core business sectors, OneAsia is honored to participate 
in building Hong Kong as an international big data hub and promoting 
Big Data industry.



Participated in Google Cloud Summit 2019 

As one of the Google Cloud partners, OneAsia shared our smart connectivity, borderless cloud connection, and the latest 
cloud service at Google Cloud Summit 2019 on 11th September at Hong Kong Ocean Park Marriott Hotel. 

Under the great support from the Nantong government and the construction team, the construction is progressing smoothly. 
OneAsia witnessed the topping-out ceremony for Phase 1 of flagship Nantong Data Center Park on 26th July.

 Capitalizing on the One Hour Commute Economic Zone serviced by the Shanghai-Hangzhou and Shanghai-Ningbo shuttle 
train, we believe Nantong Data Center Park will be a unique environmental friendly data center park in Asia.

OneAsia Showcased in DCD Shanghai 2019

OneAsia witnessed the fruitful success of DCD Shanghai 2019 on 25th June at Shanghai Tower Conference Center. 
By showcasing the latest Express Internet products and the new flagship Data Center in Nantong, the guests have 
expressed keen interest in understanding how to speed up the global internet access by 3 to 5 times.



Global Network Monitoring Service Covers 5 Cities

Leading Publishing Company Adopting Cloud-first Strategy

OneAsia’s service covers not only across the Asia-Pacific region but also 
worldwide network monitoring. As the appointed global carrier provider for 
the largest telecommunication service company in India, OneAsia centralizes 
network service for its customers in Hong Kong, Japan, the UK, India, and Italy.

We monitor over 20,000 devices, including routers, switches, and netflow 
with 24x7 emergency support by NOC team. To save operation cost and 
enhance efficiency, we design and unify the five multi-portals into one.  

To meet the customer’s business expansion in Asia, the project includes 
consolidating, standardizing, and migrating on-premise infrastructure to 
cloud adoption. We focus on simplifying the infrastructure by standardizing 
the monitor, security and backup tools, and enhancing the IT operation by 
managing the capacity, performance, and availability of IT infrastructure. 
Last but not least, our on-demand service basis enables the customer the 
flexibility to tackle unexpected workload without any extra investment. 

OneAsia was certified as one of the 30 Most Reputable Companies of the Year 
2019 in The Silicon Review. This annual listing shows 30 worldwide reputable 
companies in the business and technology industries. Our Founder and CEO 
Charles Lee shared the road map of OneAsia’s success and industry insights 
with The Silicon Review. 

Read more at https://bit.ly/2mpxL2I

OneAsia was appointed to provide data center transformation for a UK-based world’s leading publishing company 
with over 150-year experience. It provides learning and assessment resources for all education sectors.
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